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Welcome to Trados 2012 - The indispensable training solution for Microsoft® Office users, Trados
2012 is a leading word processing software package for developers, translators and project
managers. It has an integrated proofreading and grammar checker which speeds up your text
editing and writing process, and facilitates your work on multiple projects at the same time. Trados
can process, edit and proofread multiple text formats, including Microsoft® Word, HTML, web
documents and e-mail messages. This page demonstrates how to use the Interval method for
repeating the header row several times in a row, such as for identifying specific goals or milestones
that you want to mark on a calendar. Description: A very simple example is the following: repeat
header Row 3 times. Each time the row is repositioned to the right by 1 column (column A). Column
A Column B Column C Comments: The column widths used for the percentages. decimal; decimal;
decimal; The number of decimal places to format the value before the percent symbol. decimal 0. 0.
1; The number of columns to use. decimal 0; decimal 0; decimal 0; Oct
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